
CLADDING RANGE



THE NEXT STEP
 

As an alternative to natural wood cladding (such as Shiplap, Accoya and Fibre Cement Board), 
Deckz offers a solution that is environmentally friendly, sustainable, and safe, but without 
the flaws and setbacks of natural wood products. Made from a unique solid-composite grain 
technology, it is incredibly strong, durable, and long-lasting.
 
Deckz is different in other ways. Our cladding is fire-retardant. This gives you that extra peace 
of mind in knowing that it is safer, as well as low-maintenance, and hard-wearing. It is also 
clip-free. Other cladding options, both wood and composite, use clips to tie everything together. 
Deckz is self-sufficient. It does not need any clips to secure it together, and instead uses a 
unique design for flawless fitting.

The unique make up of our composites mean there is no need to stain, paint, or treat them. 
Plus, with a wide range of finishes and designs, you’re sure to find the finish that breathes new 
life into your space.



WHAT IS DECKZ MADE OF? NEXT GENERATION 
COMPOSITE CLADDING

DECKZ CLADDING TECHNOLOGY

Deckz is a composite of 25 recycled, raw materials. It 
has been meticulously designed to produce durable, 
sturdy, weather and stain-resistant products. Deckz is 
helpful, not harmful, to the environment. 

Each and every one of Deckz’ components has been 
purposefully chosen. It’s predominant material is poplar 
tree wood fibres that are grown in North America. 
They are selected for their particularly hard-wearing 
qualities and strength in extreme weather conditions. 

Recycled, refined Polyethylene also makes up a large 
part of the composition. This helps to reduce Deckz’ 
carbon footprint, while also enhancing its stability and 
resilience. 

The remaining unique compounds have been selected 
to help contribute to the hard-wearing, unyielding 
nature of Deckz. 

Designed in consultancy with working carpenters, 
Deckz is a workforce friendly product that’s easy to 
install and beautiful to the eye. 

While standard composite cladding has a film-
wrapped veneer which, when damaged stays 
damaged, Deckz is a solid composite all the way 
through. This means any damage or scratches  
can be sanded down, restoring the boards to their 
original beauty. Deckz stands the test of time.

Will not rot or 
warp like wood.

Does not hold 
water, or mould. 

Clip-free, meaning they 
can be fitted efficiently, 
and at a lower cost to other 
cladding types (both wood 
and composite).

Fire-retardant, meaning as well as 
the benefits of all our composites, 
compound additives within slow the 
spread of fire.

Starter clips hold the first row in place Pre-drill and screw cladding in place The next board clips onto the top.

 
 

The screws beneath are concealed.



No two Artem boards are alike, in design that is. 

Our 3D embossed range, Artem is made using advanced extrusion 
technology. It incorporates multi-colour additions, randomised 
grain textures, and colour patterns to create the most realistic 
engineered effect. So, while each board is meticulously made to 
the same size specification, no design is duplicated. Artem mimics 
the beautiful, random patterns of real wood pieces, without the 
flaws and setbacks of using real wood. Artem can even be lightly 
sanded, meaning that if it is damaged or scratched over time it can 
be restored to its natural, weathered effect. With the option of Grey, 
Cedar, and Canadian Red Pine, you’re sure to find the Artem finish 
perfect for your space. 

Artem: A durable, natural, timeless aesthetic.

ARTEM CLADDING

ARTEM  
CLADDING  
PRICES

 3.6 METRE   
£25.97 inc VAT 

4.8 METRE 
£33.97 inc VAT

21mm

130mm 157mm



ARTEM CLADDING

ARTEM

CANADIAN RED PINE
ARTEM

CEDAR
ARTEM

GREY

ARTEM CLADDING



Beautiful, strong, durable.

A robust composite structure, and elegant design make Fortiz about 
strength and precision. Fortiz is hard-wearing, with sturdiness and 
longevity at its core. The distinct patterns offer complete control over 
the aesthetic, without compromise. When fitted, the patterns of each 
board come together to create something modern and striking at the 
same time. Paired with the option of Duo Grey, Charcoal, or Graphite 
design, this can add another dimension to the visuals of your space; 
a precise design making for a precise finish.

Fortiz: Strength and beauty in precision. 

FORTIZ CLADDING

FORTIZ CLADDING

FORTIZ  
CLADDING  
PRICES

 3.6 METRE   
£19.97 inc VAT 

4.8 METRE 
£26.97 inc VAT

21mm

130mm 157mm



FORTIZ CLADDING FORTIZ CLADDING

FORTIZ 

CHARCOAL
FORTIZ 

DUO GREY
FORTIZ 

GRAPHITE



L-TRIM

Deckz L-Trim (or corner trim) is a fully composite way of 
finishing the edges of your brand new Decking or Cladding. 
Made from the same materials as our cladding ranges, 
Deckz Trim is strong, durable, and designed with Deckz 
products in mind. 

While other trims are not made to cover the full level of your decking or cladding,  
Deckz Trim is deeper and thicker. This means you can drill and counter sink 
screws for an invisible level of security not offered by other L-trims. It is 
designed to fit seamlessly with our products, and create a visual effect that 
is minimal, and stunning. Other trims lack clarity in the way they finish the 
products, but Deckz trim offers a finesse that is effortless.

Solid and strong, Deckz Trim is durable and will stand the test of time, just like 
any other Deckz product. When you’ve completed installation of your decking or 
cladding, our Trim will add a professional finish to any edges. It also comes in all 
the ranges of our Fortiz, and Artem cladding range.

L-TRIM 
PRICES 

2.2 METRE   
£8.97 inc VAT 

L-TRIM 

DUO GREY
L-TRIM 

CHARCOAL

L-TRIM 

ASH

L-TRIM 

CANADIAN RED PINE

L-TRIM 

CEDAR

L-TRIM 

CHOCOLATE

L-TRIM 

GRAPHITE

56mm

51mm

L-TRIM
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